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new from pluto press cuba and its neighbours - lecturer is the author of democracy in cuba and the
1997–98 elections. he has also contributed a chapter entitled “socialism and elections” to azicri and deal’s
edited collection cuban socialism in a new century (university press of florida). new from pluto press cuba and
its neighbours arnold august author arnold august on democracy in cuba, u.s. and venezuela - mocracy
in cuba and the 1997–98 elections (1999) and cuba and its neighbours: democ-racy in motion (2013). he
contributed a chapter titled “socialism and elections” to the edited collection cuban socialism in a new century
(2004). since 1999 dozens of his articles on cuba and latin america have appeared on the internet in english,
spanish cuba today - graduate center, cuny - 8-1. cuban primary energy consumption in 2001 98 . 8-2.
cuban energy consumption by sector in 2001 99 . 8-3. cuba’s 59 offshore sections and the operating
companies 100 ... like the older debates about democracy in cuba, where both ... the main report of the fifth
congress of the ccp in 1997 the role of the european union and its member states in ... - 21/9/98 the
role of the european union and its member states in promoting political change in cuba paper* by christian l.
freres**, for: lasa xxi international congress, chicago, 24-26 september 1998 panel sec 10: “the role of
international actors in promoting democracy in cuba” twentieth century u.s.-cuba relations as expressed
by the ... - twentieth century u.s.-cuba relations as expressed by the acts of congress a thesis submitted to
the faculty of the school of continuing studies ... the trading with the enemy act of 1917, the cuban democracy
act of 1992 and the cuban liberty and democratic solidarity (libertad) act of 1992. ... ed. merrill d. peterson
(1997; repr., new york ... competition and democracy - becker friedman institute - (us 1997) people
living under polity score sustaining authoritarian rule: democratization theory ... - sustaining authoritarian rule:
democratization theory meets cuba draft september 18, 1998 ... introduction democratization theories have
focused on successful transitions to democracy without considering the factors that sustain authoritarian rule.
the opposite of a transition to democracy is not a transition to authoritarianism, but rather ... jorge i.
domínguez - harvard university - jorge i. domínguez title: antonio madero professor for the study of
mexico, harvard university, and chair, ... political change in cuba; assessment of democracy in latin america
and the caribbean . 2 ... (1997-2010) best scholarly article on latin america prize committee, hoover institution,
member, 1984-85 aspen institute project on ... income and democracy: lipset's law revisited - imf income and democracy: lipset's law revisited ghada fayad, robert h. bates, and anke hoeffler ... democracy,
leading to an emerging relationship between low national income and democratic ... haggard and kaufman
(1997) provide qualitative evidence that growth declines weaken authoritarian regimes, reducing their ability
to trade political ... dimensions of development - project muse - dimensions of development francis
fukuyama, sanjay marwah journal of democracy, volume 11, number 4, october 2000, pp. 80-94 (article) ...
cuba and the other states of the caribbean, while including the relatively ... decline of 3.65 percent for
1997–98, compared to positive growth of 1.9 percent for latin america. the variance for this ... campaigns
and expeditions which qualify for veterans ... - campaigns and expeditions which qualify for veterans’
preference ... (operations uphold democracy) september 16, 1994 to march 31, 1995 ... iraq (operation
northern watch) january 1, 1997 to present korea october 1, 1966 to june 30, 1974 laos april 19, 1961 to
october 7, 1962 lebanon july 1, 1958 to november 1, 1958 and june 1, cuba myths and facts - washington
office on latin america - the new restrictions imposed by the cuban democracy act of 1992 (cda) have
further exacerbated ... according to unicef, the cuban healthcare system provides medical services free-ofcharge to 98 percent of the population, surpassing health care coverage in both the united states and the rest
of latin america. ... cuba myths and facts miguel angel centeno - princeton university - miguel angel
centeno department of sociology princeton university princeton, new jersey 08544 ... 1997-98 harry frank
guggenheim foundation, research grant ($35,000) 1995 leadership award, princeton ... 1997 toward a new
cuba: the legacy of revolution. co-editor [with mauricio trends in democracy assistance: what has the
united states ... - trends in democracy assistance: what has the united states been doing? dinorah azpuru,
steven e. finkel, aníbal pérez-liñán, ... cuba 6 36.98 dominican republic 15 60.41 ecuador 16 65.27 el salvador
16 190.26 guatemala 16 82.76 ... 1997 46.55 93.39 165.59 140.77 446.30
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